MetaMap: Supporting Visual Metaphor Ideation through Multi-dimensional Example-based Exploration
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ABSTRACT
Visual metaphors, which are widely used in graphic design, can deliver messages in creative ways by fusing different objects. The keys to creating visual metaphors are diverse exploration and creative combinations, which is challenging with conventional methods like image searching. To streamline this ideation process, we propose to use a mind-map-like structure to recommend and assist users to explore materials. We present MetaMap, a supporting tool which inspires visual metaphor ideation through multi-dimensional example-based exploration. To facilitate the divergence and convergence of the ideation process, MetaMap provides 1) sample images based on keyword association and color filtering; 2) example-based exploration in semantics, color, and shape dimensions; and 3) thinking path tracking and idea recording. We conduct a within-subject study with 24 design enthusiasts by taking a Pinterest-like interface as the baseline. Our evaluation results suggest that MetaMap provides an engaging ideation process and helps participants create diverse and creative ideas.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Human-centered computing → Interactive systems and tools.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Visual metaphor is a powerful [13] and intriguing [38] means to communicate ideas or concepts, which is widely used in graphic design (e.g., advertising and editorial design). Unlike linguistic metaphors, visual metaphors deliver messages through symbolism by visually fusing different objects [8, 38]. A good visual metaphor can explain its underlying meaning in a resourceful way, and further, stimulate reflection among the audience through a salient relationship between the visual representations and the conveyed message [16]. Previous research has come up with various definitions of visual metaphor by dissecting its effects in design [29] with aspects ranging from aesthetic education [1] to art [16]. In this paper, we take a general view of visual metaphor and define it as visual representations which convey particular associations by fusing different elements that share similar points in various dimensions (e.g., semantics, colors, shapes) [7, 40]. For example, in Figure 1, (a) is a Nestle coffee advertisement, a typical visual metaphor. It replaces the body of an alarm clock with a cup of coffee to deliver the message of “Nestle coffee wakes you up”. Audiences can effectively understand the visual metaphor because “coffee” and “alarm clock” share similarities in various dimensions. At the semantic level, coffee’s primary function is to wake people up in the morning, so does an alarm clock. Moreover, the alarm clock and the cup are circular with Nestle’s red color to strengthen the connection. Thus, the visual metaphor with elements sharing multi-dimensional features can quickly deliver the core message.

Creating good visual metaphors is not a trivial task for designers, especially for amateur designers who have design experience but do not receive professional training on visual design and design thinking methodology. An act of creation often requires designers to bridge the gap between the new and the familiar, and generate an “a-ha” effect by presenting “off-the-wall” ideas. In this process, taking inspiration from existing examples is commonplace [18].
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1 NESTCÉFE, print ads design.
2 Lori Miller. Global Warming Awareness, poster campaign.
3 Pei-Ling Chu, Freedom of Speech, red-dot.
4 John Holcroft, a satirical illustration.
Figure 1: Thumbnail examples of visual metaphors: (a) Commercial advertisement from Nescafe Print Ad; (b) Public service announcement for environment protection; (c) Creative poster for freedom of speech; and (d) Satirical illustration to criticize unhealthy eating habits.

Prior research suggests that designers can better understand the possible design space and the potential means to realize design ideas by exploring examples [15]. Designers also find it more efficient to repurpose related materials from previous creations than constructing everything from scratch [4, 48]. It is thus an established routine for many designers to collect exemplars during the ideation stage of a design task from online resources including but not limited to image search engines (e.g., Google Image Search) and design sharing communities (e.g., Pinterest). This, however, can be very time-consuming [49]. Human-computer interaction researchers have designed various tools to facilitate example searching in domains such as website design [27], app design [22], and logo design [55]. These tools propose to recommend items based on style [43] or similarity in layout to users’ descriptions presented in the form of text or sketch [22, 43], or to some previous designs liked by users [54].

Nevertheless, existing tools built for other types of designs may not sufficiently support example exploration during visual metaphor ideation. For one thing, designers, especially amateurs, usually do not have a concrete idea in the early design stage, and it is difficult to articulate their thoughts in words [4]. Ideation is even more challenging for visual metaphor because it is often employed to illustrate concepts that are poorly or vaguely represented by a verbal description [8]. For another, the core of visual metaphor is an innovative fusion of associated elements [8], which cannot be simply characterized as a style or layout. Existing works that support visual metaphor design focuses primarily on the prototyping stage (e.g., [11]), and they require a lot of mental efforts to conduct image search and information collection [26]. There is still a pressing demand for effective tools to assist in visual metaphor ideation—the basis for the remaining design process [35].

This paper presents MetaMap, an ideation support tool for inspiring visual metaphor ideas and streamlining their development through multi-dimensional example exploration. We first conduct a formative study by interviewing nine designers from various backgrounds who have created visual metaphors in their previous design activities. We can then understand their practices, barriers, and needs when designing visual metaphors. According to our findings from a formative study as well as related exploration on a design element framework [32, 55], we then propose to support amateur designers’ ideation process by recommending exemplars from three dimensions (i.e., semantics, color, shape). These are imperative for establishing the association, similarity, or analogy between design elements [8], and to organize these examples in a mind-map like manner. This is the core design of MetaMap. To facilitate divergence and convergence activities in the ideation process, MetaMap provides 1) assembly of image search results based on automatic keyword association and color theme filtering; 2) exploration of examples related to a seed image from the semantics, color, and shape dimensions; and 3) support for thinking paths tracking and ideas recording. Using MetaMap, designers can continuously expand and iteratively refine their ideas with inspirations from prior works. Next, we evaluate MetaMap regarding the outcome satisfaction, engagement level, and usefulness through a within-subjects study with 24 design enthusiasts by taking a Pinterest-like searching interface as the baseline. Each participant joined two separate and counterbalanced ideation sessions to brainstorm for visual metaphors that can be applied in an activity poster design; one session’s theme was health and the other was about music. We collected 185 ideas in total and obtained quantitative and qualitative feedback about the participants’ experience. Our evaluation results suggest that our design enthusiasts perceive MetaMap to be significantly more useful for ideation than the baseline due to its support for engaging interaction, diverse exploration, and a trackable thinking path. Analysis of the output ideas also shows that our tool indeed helps amateur designers generate more diverse and creative visual metaphors than the baseline. Furthermore, we identify different ideation patterns among the participants from interview
responses and discuss how MetaMap can be further improved to support varying users’ needs.

Overall, the main contributions of this work are three-fold:

- We propose a three-dimensional recommendation framework (i.e., semantics, color, shape) utilizing both image and keyword information for visual metaphor example exploration;
- We present the MetaMap, an interactive system for users to inquire into visual metaphor design materials and organize them in a mind-map-like layout to track users’ thinking paths;
- We evaluate the efficacy of MetaMap through a user study with amateur designers and provide an in-depth understanding of whether and how designers gain inspiration from multi-dimensional example-based exploration.

2 RELATED WORK

2.1 Design based on Exemplars

Previous research suggests that, by exploring a large amount of exemplars, designers can gain a better understanding of possible design space and potential means to implement the design ideas [15]. Example-based exploration is being found as an efficient way to create new ideas than constructing everything from scratch [48]. By receiving timely stimuli from exemplars, designers can generate more ideas than brainstorming by themselves [49]. However, when people have a strong tendency to rely on existing knowledge elements and exemplars before coming up with their new ideas [24], the problem of design fixation appears. In addition, the problem can not be simply solved by giving irrelevant inspirations, which is also proved to reduce the ideation efficiency [10]. Thus, it is essential to keep the example-based recommendation inner-related but also diverse enough to support designers’ creativity [37].

2.2 Creativity with Association

Psychologists have long been interested in investigating the relationship between human creativity and association [20, 34, 45]. Though creativity is a complex activity, it can be described as consisting of evocation and a recombination of previous knowledge to generate new properties based on previous ones [4, 53]. However, a strong ability of association is required to generate creative ideas rather than imitating previous work [6]. According to the prior experiment [4], professional designers have acquired a stronger fluency than novices in the use of analogical reasoning to build up connections between diverse concepts. Thus, amateur designers need more robust support in their evocation process to create a new combination of concepts, which is essential for visual metaphor creation.

Evocation is a physiological concept indicating the intuitive association between concepts based on human perception. It measures how one concept evokes another in the human mind. The connection between concepts has different strengths with specific directions. For example, “beer” strongly evokes “glass”, but the “glass” to “beer” connection has a lower evocation strength for most people. Through collecting responses after a cue is given, free word association experiments provide clues to reflect the evocation result of how people store and retrieve concepts in memory [33]. Researchers have collected and published free association datasets [14] to help generalize the evocation process for general crowds. The small world project[5] is currently the largest free word association resource in English with over 12,000 cue words, which provide us with a solid database to support people’s conceptual level evocation. In addition, facilitating the evocation process at the concept level is essential for creative design [4, 24].

2.3 Design with Visual Metaphors

Visual metaphors are widely used in graphic design (e.g., advertising and editorial design), to deliver messages in intriguing ways by implying it through the symbolism and juxtaposition of the symbols [38]. In Phillips and McQuarrie’s pioneering work, the embedded associations are analyzed from dimensions of visual structure and meaning operation [39]. Analogous to verbal metaphors, which link two different words or concepts together, visual metaphors incorporate multiple objects which are disparate in real life, in one image space. However, visual metaphors do not essentially involve the interaction of words; they mobilize the interaction of concepts which includes all sorts of information [8]. In our paper, we define the visual metaphor as being a general analogy representation by fusing two objects to deliver an implicit message.

The analogy between the two objects can involve interactions of various categories and concepts, which are not limited to their semantic relevance. In addition to semantic analogy, color [25] and shape [51] are important visual information to establish a metaphorical relationship. In a visual image, the color distribution brings a specific atmosphere to audiences [32]. Previous work investigates the semantic meaning of colors [23, 25, 54], and try to build up the connections between colors and semantics. Observations from designers’ behaviors [25] also suggest that color features are useful to represent objects and deliver underlying semantic messages. Besides, shape features have a critical role in visual metaphor. For designers, they seek elements with similar shapes for potential visual blending [11, 32]. For audiences, more commonalities in shapes also facilitate their understanding of the semantic messages behind. The overlapping visual features will evoke the semantic knowledge behind two objects [51]. For example, (c) in Figure 1, the similar shapes between a microphone and a birdcage are used to express the freedom of speech; even when there is no obvious semantic connection between a birdcage and a microphone.

2.4 Creativity Support Tool

As the initial step for design, ideation has received much scholarly attention in the creativity support field [17]. Numerous computational pipelines have been constructed to support the idea generation progress [2, 11, 26, 32, 46, 55], which incorporate various design elements that are significant to designers. For example, by considering the factors of semantics, style, and space, Zhao et al. [55] built an automatic system of generating icon suggestions to support compound icon ideation; Secondary features of the image - color, shape, and composition - are also identified as crucial aspects in the early stages of the design process by [32]. Furthermore, different forms of ideation support tools are adopted as well. By comparing three modes of visual stimulus, Shi et al. [46] find dynamic cells - a

3 FORMATIVE INTERVIEW

In order to understand the process of visual metaphor creation and the difficulties users face, we conducted semi-structured interviews with nine participants from various design backgrounds. We include both amateur and professional designers in the formative study, and distinguish them by checking whether they have acquired professional training or degrees in the visual design area. All of them have at least some experience in using visual metaphors in their design work. The semi-structured interviews are designed to have a direct conversation with designers and investigate their needs in ideation practices under real-world scenarios. Participants are invited to showcase their work and demonstrate the process of creation. In spite of lacking a strict control over the design process, the interviews on real-world showcases help us learn the specific scenario and stage to focus on before deriving a specific design task.

3.1 Interview Setup and Process

We recruited nine participants (7 female, 2 male, and aged 20-30) with at least some prior experiences in visual metaphor design. Three of them have received professional visual design education as their major (i.e., visual communication, advertising design). Others are amateur designers having used visual metaphors in their posters. Participants provided 2-3 examples from their prior work containing visual metaphors and shared the creative process. Some of the examples are shown in Fig 2. Interview questions cover how they came up with their initial ideas, where they got their inspiration, and how they prototyped and implemented them. They were also asked to identify any difficulties they encountered during the process and raise their needs to support visual metaphor creation. Finally, we asked them an open question to get a better sense of what would pop into their minds in the beginning stages, given a specific topic. The questions are designed to let participants articulate their needs during the process of design creation.

3.2 Findings

During the interview, all participants would iteratively go through three general steps: ideation, elements collection/making, and implementation. Ideation was identified as the most challenging (8/9) and time-consuming (5/9) step for them. Five of them mentioned that “Ideation is an exhausting process requiring diverse inspiration and iterative refinement.” In addition, two amateur designers emphasized it is difficult for those lacking in professional design training to brainstorm systematically. We further decompose the ideation process and address their difficulties and needs in 3 sub-steps: concept association, exemplar searching, and prototyping. For instance, (a) Figure 2 fuses the reflection of a flamingo with an eighth note (Flamingo is the theme of a singing competition). In the concept association stage, the designer (an amateur designer in college) thought of many related concepts and elements related to music (e.g., notes, guitar, stave). The designer then searched for different exemplars with the above concepts and found the shape similarity between the flamingo and the eighth note. When the flamingo reflects music note, it becomes the companion with music. Finally, the message “You are not alone with music” becomes embedded.

3.2.1 Concept Association. This is the step of thinking of concepts related to the central topic. Most of them reported that it is easy to get stuck in the concept level and not know what to search for later. One amateur designer also added “Brainstorming always begins from a very abstract concept, it is challenging to think of concrete representations”. Five participants suggested that it would be helpful to provide them with association concepts for reference.

3.2.2 Exemplar Search. This stage was identified as a necessary step by all the participants to be creative and learn from others. Some popular websites for exemplar searching frequently mentioned by participants are Pinterest (7/9), Google (4/9), and Behance (3/9). Pinterest is reflected as the most popular tool to find exemplars. They all look for diverse stimuli from others’ work, including content, color usage, style, composition, and the like. New ideas pop into their minds when being exposed to rich information. However, when talking about visual metaphor technique, five amateur designers reported little knowledge about it, though they have used them unintentionally in prior work. Six participants suggested a diverse image recommendation would be helpful. Also, two participants mentioned that they would easily get lost in image searching. Due to the lack of exploration tracking, they sometimes forget where their ideas come from and feel lost when they want to check previous results.

3.2.3 Prototyping. This stage needs designers to form and record their ideas, which relies more on the designers’ side. It requires them to trace back to the thinking path and outline details of their ideas to make them more concrete. Participants would choose hand-drawing (5/9) or Photoshop (3/9).

4 SYSTEM DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION

4.1 Design Requirements

To support the process of visual metaphor ideation, we present our system - MetaMap. According to our literature review and formative study, amateur designers who lack knowledge and experience
in visual metaphor creation have a stronger need for exemplar-based ideation support [4]. Thus, we derive the following design requirements for our system to especially solve their problems:

R1 Search exemplars with concept association. Creativity relies heavily on association [20, 34]. At the conceptual level, automatic word association is helpful to evoke designers’ imagination [6, 45]. Exemplars should be retrieved based on various concepts.

R2 Explore example-based recommendations in diverse directions. Designers create new ideas through association and recombination from previous exemplars [4, 53]. In addition, the creation of visual metaphors involve analogy between all kinds of information [8], including semantics [8, 38, 39], color [25, 54], and shape [32, 51]. By recommending exemplars based on multidimensional features (i.e., semantics, color, shape), designers can explore diverse materials with any additional knowledge behind the recommendation.

R3 Record ideas and iteratively brainstorm. Ideation is an iterative process [17]. Designers need to polish their original thoughts and continuously generate new ideas [21]. New exemplars can trigger new possibilities to recombine previous ideas. Thus, it is necessary to enable an iterative search and idea recording at any time for users.

R4 Keep track of historical thinking path. According to our formative interview, designers can easily get lost in the image searching process during ideation without tracking their exploration path. Nevertheless, rich history keeping is an essential design principle to support creativity generation [47]. The tracked thinking path can remind users of the previous exploration and build connections between new thoughts and previous ones.

4.2 System Pipeline
To facilitate divergence and convergence activities in the ideation process, MetaMap provides 1) assembly of image search results based on automatic keyword association and color theme filtering; 2) exploration of examples related to a seed image from semantics, color, and shape dimensions; and 3) support for thinking paths tracking and ideas recording. As shown in the pipeline (see Figure 3), the conventional image searching process is supported by word association to inspire users with more concepts (R1). After identifying an image of interest, users can further explore the recommendation exemplars based on 3-dimensional features: semantics, color, and shape (R2). Users can save useful images and type comments to record their thoughts before a new brainstorming iteration (R3). All the saved mind maps and images record the thinking path generated by users for a quick recollection (R4).

4.3 Implementation
4.3.1 Database Preparation.
Keywords Association Dataset Construction. Previous work has proved that, by collecting responses after giving a cue, free word association experiments provide clues to reflect the evocation results on how people store and retrieve concepts in memory [33]. Our keywords database is built upon the small world dataset [14], which is currently the largest free word association resource in English with over 12,000 cue words. In this dataset, each cue is responded to by 100 participants, and each participant provides three words that immediately pop into their minds based on the cue. In this way, we compute the association strength for each cue-response link; that is, we use the response frequency divided by the total number of responses [9]. For example, there are 300 responses
Next, we construct our keywords association dataset with the forward association (i.e., from responses to cues) using a directed graph, where we take the association strengths as weights. The intuition behind this is that designers need concept associations to inspire them with more unexpected and understandable concepts. Some associations are intuitive in one direction but are not when interpreting them in reverse [33]. For instance, given the cue “vitamin”, people will make a strong connection with “health”, which indicates a straightforward association for the audience. However, “vitamin” does not immediately come to mind when given the cue of “health”, which lowers the chances of designers developing it. Thus, the forward association is adopted in our dataset to help evoke related concepts to the users. In our current system, we leverage the small world dataset and select all words within a radius of two from the central topic words for evaluation (i.e., association distance from “health” and “music” less than or equal to two). We finally construct our keywords association dataset comprising 7,407 words.

**Image Collection.** According to our formative study, Pinterest is the most popular website for designers to find exemplars. To test our proposed method for ideation, we crawl image data from Pinterest which is only presented on the first-page view for each query, which indicates a higher chance that designers notice. In order to give amateur designers a clear mind of what kind of design they are aiming for, we focus on collecting creative advertising posters. To ensure the relatedness of images and visual metaphors, we use “advertising creative” and “advertising metaphor” as the suffixes to make the query. The suffixes are decided by different experiments under a small amount of data with human judgment on the overall image quality. We collect 98,931 for our initial image dataset.

**Data Cleaning.** We build the keyword-image relationship utilizing the small world dataset and the searching function on Pinterest, which contains low-quality images and nonsense words. First, we filter out keywords with less than ten images retrieved from Pinterest, or five associated keywords in our word association dataset, to ensure the necessary amount of results provided under each search. In addition, words without concrete meaning like preposition and single characters are filtered out. If an image has many textual contents in it, it is very likely to be a capture of a newspaper or a magazine [28]. The text information rather than visual objects will dominate the image. Tesseract OCR is adopted as the state-of-the-art method to extract words on images. Images containing over 60 characters are filtered out from the database to ensure the visual quality based on empirical experiments. After the above data cleaning, we obtain 4,861 keywords and 76,686 images in our final database for evaluation.

**4.3.2 Recommendation Algorithm Design.** We propose to recommend exemplars from three dimensions (i.e., semantics, color, shape) to provide related and diverse examples. Thus, we extract the corresponding features from the seed image and retrieve the top-ranked exemplars from the above three dimensions (see Figure 3).

**Semantics.** We recommend semantically related images based on its forward association strengths. Moreover, according to our formative study, designers look forward to related and concrete concepts to inspire them. Concreteness and imageability are two psycholinguistic norms [42]. Concreteness measures how strongly a word is related to some perceptible concept, while imageability
measures the extent to which the item evokes a mental image. Previous work has used concreteness to retrieve high-quality images which make more sense to humans [28]. We adopt concreteness and imageability scores (scale from 0 to 1) from [30], which is collected through human annotation and synonym expansion. For semantic exemplar recommendation, we only select concepts with the sum of concreteness and imageability larger or equal than 1.5. Assigning higher priority concepts with a stronger association, we randomly retrieve the top 10 images from the qualified candidates. The random selection is to increase the diversity of returned exemplars when the semantic correlation is on the same level.

**Color.** We recommend images with similar colors based on color histogram correlation between images. However, to facilitate the search speed and make sure that the image has some semantic relationship with the original, we only search among neighboring concepts. All images under neighboring concepts are compared with their color histogram extracted using OpenCV. We select the top 10 images for the recommendation.

**Shape.** Similar to color recommendation, we search images with similar shapes among neighboring concepts. To extract the shape of the main object, we first use canny edge detection to obtain the images’ outline. Noises are eliminated with iterations of erosion and dilation. At last, the contour with the largest area is found and compared with OpenCV. The top 10 images with the most similar contours are recommended in the direction of the shape. A similar approach has been adopted in [44] to identify the shape of objects in images.

### 4.3.3 User Interface and Interaction

Based on the collected requirements (R1-4), the user interface of MetaMap includes three parts: 1) image searching area; 2) image exploration area and 3) idea tracking area (Figure 4). By typing the keywords in the search box (Figure 4-1), users can obtain a list of sample images with the corresponding keywords suggestions (Figure 4-2). In the color collection area (Figure 4-3), users can see the color summary of retrieved images. By clicking on a specific color, users can re-rank the images based on the color similarity. Meanwhile, the search history records users’ searched keywords and present the history under the search box for reference (Figure 4-1). After that, users can browse the returned image list and click one for further exploration. The selected image will appear in the image exploration area (Figure 4-5). Users can explore recommended exemplars based on the selected image in three dimensions (i.e., semantics, color, shape) and keep expanding along any branch by clicking on the corresponding keyword buttons. During the process, users can pin any image that they find useful or inspiring to the idea tracking area (Figure 4-6) and leave comments for post-inquiries.

---

5 HYPOTHESES

Previous research suggests that a diverse but related exemplar-exploration can improve the ideation outcome [15, 24]. Also, engagement and creativity are mutually supportive of each other. Reid and Solomonides [41] suggest that designers can become more creative when they get involved and engaged in the design process. Such an effect would further improve their overall experience. Furthermore, a competitive tool should be useful and usable [21]. However, there does exist a trade-off between the functionality and the usability [19]. Therefore, we make the following hypotheses:

H1 Compared to a Pinterest-like baseline system, MetaMap significantly increases amateur designers’ satisfaction level (H1) with their overall design outcome (H1a), the number of generated ideas (H1b), the diversity of ideas (H1c), and the creativity of ideas (H1d).

H2 Compared to a Pinterest-like baseline system, MetaMap provides a more engaging experience to inspire creativity (H2), especially for improving users’ concentration (H2a), sense of ecstasy (H2b), clarity of the task (H2c), confidence of the ability (H2d), sense of serenity (H2e), feeling of timelessness (H2f), and intrinsic motivation (H2g).

H3 Compared to a Pinterest-like baseline system, MetaMap reduces its usability with the additional functionalities (H3).

H4 Compared to a Pinterest-like baseline system, MetaMap is significantly more useful for amateur designers (H4).

6 EVALUATION

To test the hypotheses above, we conduct a within-subjects controlled experiment which compares MetaMap and a Pinterest-like baseline with 24 amateur visual designers. Since ideation is a complicated process, we design a within-subjects study to reduce the possible effect of individual differences in the ideation process. Based on the formative study findings, Pinterest is the most commonly used website to find inspiration, which could be a baseline system in ideation. We implement a baseline rather than using Pinterest directly to minimize the possible influences caused by different UI styles and data sources. The baseline is a Pinterest-like interface with a basic search history, image searching (with the same database), and image saving functions (see Figure 5). Participants completed two tasks with each system: brainstorming, giving feedback, and implementing one idea draft. Before finishing the drafts, we ask all the participants to evaluate the two systems with questionnaires on ideas generated, outcome satisfaction, user engagement, system usability, and tool usefulness. We also interview them based on their experiences. Additionally, we conduct semi-structured interviews with three visual design experts to give comments to MetaMap and participants’ representative ideas.

6.1 Participants

We recruit 24 amateur designers (see Table 1; 17 female, 6 male, 1 prefer not to say; age range 20-30, $M = 22.75, SD = 2.52$) through online advertising and word-of-mouth. The criteria is that participants have experience in some design activities but do not receive
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ID</th>
<th>Gender</th>
<th>Age</th>
<th>Use visual metaphors?</th>
<th>Exp.</th>
<th>Previous Design Activities</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>Somewhat Agree</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>Activity Poster, Product Advertisement Promotion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>Somewhat Agree</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Activity Poster, Mobile App UI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>Somewhat Agree</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Activity Poster, Class Uniform</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>Agree</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Activity Poster, Game</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>Somewhat Agree</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>Activity Poster</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>Agree</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Activity Poster, Product Advertisement Promotion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>Somewhat Disagree</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Activity Poster</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>Neutral</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>Phone Case Design</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>Neutral</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Activity Poster, Illustration Design</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>Neutral</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Activity Poster, Mobile App UI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>Not Applicable</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>Activity Poster, Architectural Design</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>Somewhat Disagree</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Activity Poster, Product Advertisement Promotion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>Somewhat Agree</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>Activity Poster, Mobile App UI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>Somewhat Agree</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>Mobile App UI, Industrial Design</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>Somewhat Agree</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>Mobile App UI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Prefer not to say</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>Neutral</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Activity Poster, Mobile App UI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>Somewhat Agree</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>Activity Poster, Mobile App UI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>Agree</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>Mobile App UI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>Somewhat Agree</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>Activity Poster, Mobile App UI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>Not Applicable</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Activity Poster</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>Neutral</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Activity Poster</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>Disagree</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Activity Poster, Mobile App UI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>Neutral</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Activity Poster</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>Neutral</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Activity Poster</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Demographics of all the participants. This table includes participants’ ID, gender, age, their self-assessment on designing with visual metaphors and design experiences.

Figure 6: The flow chart of one task. Notice that the background survey only appears in the first task. In the second task interview session, they will be asked additional questions to compare experiences in two tasks together. In the idea drafting session, participants are told to express the selected idea in any format (e.g., hand-drawing, Photoshop), and they can leave once they finish the draft.

professional visual design education. All participants have no color vision deficiency, and they can communicate in English fluently. All participants are familiar with Pinterest for image search.

6.2 Tasks and Procedure
During the experiment, each participant is asked to complete two tasks. In each task, they are asked to brainstorm under given topics: "health" or "music", which is an open topic for them to deliver any creativity visual design related to the topic. Before the brainstorming session, they are told with the basic concept of visual metaphor and encouraged to generate such ideas during the brainstorming session. During the 30 minutes of brainstorming, they are asked to think of as many ideas as possible. They complete the two tasks by using MetaMap and the baseline system separately. Feedback questionnaires and comments regarding the ideation experience are collected right after. In the end, they are asked to pick one favorite idea to make a draft in the implementation session (10-30 minutes). The task ends once they submit their draft. After being counterbalanced with Latin Square, there are four combinations: (a) health (MetaMap) - music (Baseline), (b) music (MetaMap) - health (Baseline), (c) health (Baseline) - music (MetaMap) and (d) music (Baseline) - health (MetaMap). The whole process of one task is shown in Figure 6 without exceeding 1.5 hours.
6.3 Results Analysis

In the experiment, we collect participants’ ratings on the ideas generated, outcome satisfaction, engaging level, usability, and usefulness of the two systems (i.e., MetaMap and Pinterest-like baseline). After obtaining the ratings, we interview the participants to understand the reasons behind the scores. We report the collected feedback in this section.

6.3.1 Ideas Generated with MetaMap and the Baseline. After each session, we count the starred images and the ideas generated from the participants. During the ideation process, participants starred 206 useful images ($M = 8.58, SD = 5.68$) for ideation in the MetaMap system. They saved 191 useful images ($M = 7.96, SD = 4.91$) when using the baseline system. The total number of ideas generated by using MetaMap is 101 ($M = 4.21, SD = 1.98$), while this number drops to 84 when using the Pinterest-like system ($M = 3.50, SD = 2.06$). Overall, participants were exposed to more useful images and generated more ideas when using the MetaMap system. Here we present four representative ideas among 48 drafts generated with MetaMap and the baseline system in Figure 7. These four ideas are generated by two participants under different conditions. They demonstrate different traits of the ideation process with the two systems. Ideas generated with MetaMap have more diverse exposure with clear logic flow. We further analyze these ideas in detail with design experts’ comments in section 6.3.6.

6.3.2 Satisfaction of Ideation Outcome. We collect participants’ questionnaire data (7-points Likert scale) on their ideation experience with MetaMap and the Pinterest-like baseline system. As shown in Table 2, Wilcoxon signed-rank tests are used to compare the differences in the satisfaction level using these two systems with detailed factors. Overall, participants were significantly more satisfied with ideas generated with MetaMap ($\eta^2 = -.46$); $H1a$ is accepted. There are significant differences between MetaMap and the baseline regarding the satisfaction of amount ($\eta^2 = -.41$), diversity ($\eta^2 = -.43$), and creativity ($\eta^2 = -.36$); $H1b, H1c$, and $H1d$ are accepted. Thus, $H1$ is fully accepted. Many of them reflected, “MetaMap provides diverse exemplars which can expand my imagination.” ($P1-2, P5-6, P11, P13-16, P23-24$). In addition, when they were exploring exemplars, recombination and expansion happened to create new ideas ($P5, P14, P24$). Some stated that “unexpected images” opened their minds so that they could generate more creative ideas ($P5$).

6.3.3 Engagement in Ideation. We also investigate the engagement level of participants in the ideation tasks. We utilize the flow theory for a positive experience [12], a commonly used theory evaluating user engagement [36] in 7 dimensions: concentration (how concentrated), sense of ecstasy (how special to you), clarity (how clear while doing), doability (how confident with your ability), sense of serenity (forget yourself), timelessness (time passes quickly), and intrinsic motivation (how self-rewarding). Wilcoxon signed-rank tests are used to determine whether there elicits a statistically significant difference in user engagement by using MetaMap and the baseline system. As shown in Table 2, there are significant differences in: concentration ($\eta^2 = -.44$), sense of ecstasy ($\eta^2 = -.50$), clarity ($\eta^2 = -.37$), doability ($\eta^2 = -.46$), sense of serenity ($\eta^2 = -.41$), and timelessness ($\eta^2 = -.31$); $H2a, H2b, H2c$, $H2d, H2e$, and $H2f$ are accepted; only $H2g$ is rejected. Overall, $H2$ is partially accepted. It suggests that MetaMap improves their concentration, clarity, and ability to finish the task and provides them a more exceptional, self-less, and timeless experience. Three participants highlighted that the exploration process on MetaMap is intriguing and engaging itself to make them more focusing on brainstorming ($P5, P14, P24$). One even reported “Using MetaMap is a bit like playing a game that triggers a new level, it tells you something new, and then you cannot help but keep exploring.” ($P5$).

6.3.4 System Usability. To test two systems’ usability, we adopt the standard System Usability Scale (SUS) questionnaire [5]. The SUS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Factor</th>
<th>MetaMap</th>
<th>Baseline</th>
<th>Statistics</th>
<th>Hypotheses</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>SD</td>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>SD</td>
<td>Z</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Satisfaction</td>
<td>Overall outcome</td>
<td>5.92</td>
<td>.65</td>
<td>4.83</td>
<td>1.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Amount</td>
<td>5.87</td>
<td>.90</td>
<td>4.96</td>
<td>1.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Diversity</td>
<td>5.63</td>
<td>1.25</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>1.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Creativity</td>
<td>5.54</td>
<td>.88</td>
<td>4.75</td>
<td>1.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Concentration</td>
<td>6.13</td>
<td>.85</td>
<td>4.83</td>
<td>1.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sense of ecstasy</td>
<td>5.75</td>
<td>.94</td>
<td>4.21</td>
<td>1.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Clarity</td>
<td>5.75</td>
<td>.99</td>
<td>4.92</td>
<td>1.41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Doability</td>
<td>5.71</td>
<td>1.08</td>
<td>4.71</td>
<td>1.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sense of serenity</td>
<td>5.25</td>
<td>1.19</td>
<td>4.50</td>
<td>1.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Timelessness</td>
<td>5.71</td>
<td>1.08</td>
<td>4.88</td>
<td>1.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Intrinsic motivation</td>
<td>5.67</td>
<td>1.05</td>
<td>5.17</td>
<td>1.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Usability</td>
<td>77.29</td>
<td>12.29</td>
<td>77.4</td>
<td>12.32</td>
<td>-3.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Usefulness</td>
<td>6.08</td>
<td>.72</td>
<td>5.12</td>
<td>1.19</td>
<td>-3.03</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: The statistical user feedback with MetaMap and the baseline system, where the p-values ($\leq p > .100$, $+ : 0.050 < p < .100$, $*: p < .050$, **: $p < .010$, ***: $p < .001$) is reported.
Figure 7: Examples of 4 drafts generated by 2 participants (P1, P6) with their sources of inspiration: (a) utilizes the concept of “sewing your mask” to express the mental pressure under work. (b) uses the tragus as the shape of a side face to express “music only for you”. (c) treats the ice-cream as a hill to deliver the message of “eat fun, play fun”, (d) shows a whale swimming in the “flow” of music.

rating of the MetaMap system is 77.29, while the baseline system rates for 77.39. These scores indicate that both systems achieve an acceptable level (B+) [3]. A Shapiro-Wilk test shows a significant departure from normality for MetaMap system (\(W(24) = .90, p = .018\)). Therefore, we perform a Wilcoxon signed-rank test to compare the differences in telling the significant difference of usability scores. There is no statistical significance between MetaMap (\(M = 77.29, SD = 12.29\)) and the Pinterest-like baseline (\(M = 77.40, SD = 12.32\)) in the usability score (Table 2). Thus, the two systems are close regarding the usability scores. The Pinterest-like system did receive positive feedback for the “clear layout” (P7, P21-22) and “simplicity to use” (P12, P16). However, MetaMap still achieves around the same level of usability with the Pinterest-like system. Overall, we manage to add more functionalities in MetaMap without reducing the usability level; thus \(H3\) is rejected.

6.3.5 Usefulness of Functions. At last, we compare the usefulness of functions between the two systems. This dependent variable is measured at the ordinal level, and our independent variable only consists of two categories, then we need to know whether the distribution of the differences between the two related groups is symmetrical in shape or not. A Wilcoxon signed-rank test was used to compare the differences in telling the usefulness of the two systems (see Table 2). We can tell that MetaMap is significantly more useful than the baseline system, \(H4\) is accepted. As reported by participants, MetaMap is useful for them because of its “diverse recommended examples” (P1-3, P6, P11, P13, P19, P24) and “track of thinking paths” (P4, P6, P15, P18-19).

We also evaluate the inner functions within MetaMap to see which functions are comparatively more useful: Keyword Association (\(M = 5.96, SD = .69\)), Color Collection (\(M = 4.17, SD = 1.52\)), Image Collection (\(M = 5.79, SD = .98\)), Canvas Exploration (\(M = 5.83, SD = .96\)), Semantic Recommendation (\(M = 5.38, SD = 1.50\)), Color Recommendation (\(M = 4.25, SD = 1.54\)), Shape Recommendation (\(M = 4.75, SD = 1.29\)), Starred Images (\(M = 5.83, SD = .82\)). As we can see, the keyword association, exemplar exploration, and starred images are recognized as the most useful functions in MetaMap. However, we can observe functions with sizeable standard deviation: color collection and semantics/color/shape exploration. Combining with our observations, this kind of disagreement in usefulness evaluation reflects different user preferences with various ideation patterns. We will discuss different ideation patterns and user preferences in section 7.1.

6.3.6 Additional Comments. We conducted semi-structured interviews after each task to collect feedback from users. This section summarizes how MetaMap supports their ideation process. We consolidate highly similar expressions into same quotations. The debating ideas with suggestions to further improve MetaMap is addressed in section 7.

Tools Preference. Overall, 21 participants out of 24 stated that they would like to use MetaMap as their ideation tool over the baseline system. Two other participants preferred to combine the two systems to view image searching results in a waterfall flow view, but explore exemplar recommendations on another interface. Though the baseline Pinterest-like system provides a more intuitive
view of images, most participants still prefer MetaMap for its diverse exposure to exemplars with tracking their historical thinking paths.

**Inspirng Image Searching.** Participants recognize the overall quality of the image searching results. Six participants stated that the images returned are very creative and of high quality compared to their previous experience using a search engine (P3, P5-6, P10, P14, P21). Their feedback suggests that adding certain suffixes to search queries and filtering out images with too much text effectively fits the creative design scenario. In addition, the concept association function is highlighted by 11 participants. Five participants stated this function is “very useful to open my mind” (P1, P6, P15, P21, P24). Furthermore, four users reflected that they “would like to use this function when having no clues in mind” (P2, P7, P12, P17).

**Idea Expansion with Logical Organization.** All participants who preferred to have MetaMap as their ideation tool found that the exemplar recommendation is helpful. The diversity was highly praised when exploring the exemplars: e.g., “the diverse exploration is very important to generate creative ideas” (P3, the same meaning expressed by P6, P11, and P19), “it gives more information during the process, which can reduce the mental effort to brainstorm” (P2), “I get some unexpected images which may trigger my innovative thoughts in the process” (P4). Moreover, the logical layout of 3 recommendation directions was also recognized by 2 participants (P2, P13). “It is a very nice framework of design elements to help me think systematically,” said P14. Another one reported “It provides me information about why this image is recommended so I can know what to focus on when viewing them” (P2).

**Thinking Path Tracking and Idea Iteration.** This is a unique experience reported by 6 participants (P4, P6, P15, P18-19). They found it very helpful to keep the mind map exploration structure to trace back to their original thoughts. By keeping the exploration history in mind maps, they can “review them and recombine different ideas” (P4, P6, P18, P24). One participant added “It records my thoughts and helps me regulate my thinking path. More importantly, when I know that I have those images recorded, I feel safe and free to keep exploring without worrying about getting lost.” (P19). Another participant also shared how the mind map structure helps him to iterate his own ideas: “I also have a “mindmap” in my mind being triggered at the same time when exploring on MetaMap. When I encounter new images, my “mindmap” will combine and fuse together with the displayed mind map to trigger new ideas.” (P4).

6.3.7 Expert Interview. To get more insights into the system design and usage from a professional designer’s view, we conduct semi-structured interviews with three design experts to analyze the drafts collected from our participants. We also invite them to share their views regarding MetaMap afterwards. The background of the three design experts are 1) E1: male, a visual designer in the industry, focusing on graphic design, holding a master’s degree in visual design, with eight years of practice; 2) E2: female, a visual designer in the industry, focusing on advertising design, received a master’s degree in design theory, with seven years of design practice; and 3) E3: female, an associate professor, focusing on art and design, with 22 years of practice.

**System Design of MetaMap.** The 3-dimensional recommendation framework is recognized as reasonable by all experts (E1-3). E2 raised that “This structured brainstorm should be very useful for novices to familiarize themselves with the basic design elements in the beginning stage”. E1 reported that even this tool for him is “intriguing to interact with”, and he will give it a try. Moreover, E1 gave high praise for the idea of tracking the thinking path with mind maps during exploration. The professor suggested that all materials need to be connected and recombined to generate new ideas, “mind map is one way to achieve that” (E3).

**Showcase Analysis.** We also presented design drafts from 10 participants with a high degree of completion to make comments. Figure 7 shows 4 representative ideas from two participants (P1, P6) as examples. Example (a) is generated with MetaMap, P1 explored concepts with a “mental” first and saw plenty of work using “mask” as a metaphor of mental illness. The “sewing machine” was automatically suggested by the system in Figure 4 and inspired P1. This ideation process has a “clear logic flow behind” under the interaction between the user and the system (E2). “The sewing machine distinguishes this idea from some others’ work using the “mask” concept and makes it more creative.” (E2). Another idea (b) generated by P1 using the baseline system has heavy imitation marks by referring to a very similar design. Also, “this idea is hard to understand at a glance” (E2-3). The idea (c) from P6 generated using MetaMap, is thought to be intriguing by experts (E1-2). P6 got the inspiration to connect “ice-cream” and “hill” based on the similar shapes and concepts of “exercise” explored previously. “Treating ice-cream as a hill is a quite creative idea for me. However, the message behind is not very direct to understand.” (E1). Another idea (d), though with a relatively high aesthetic degree, is criticized by all experts. The metaphor of “music is like water” is so common in design, and this idea “did not express it in an innovative way” (E1-3). Overall, we see MetaMap build up connections to link multiple elements together, which helps generate creative ideas through the recombination from existing work.

7 DISCUSSION

Overall, our evaluation results suggest that MetaMap is useful in visual metaphor ideation with a more engaging process and satisfying outcomes, without reducing the usability level comparing to the Pinterest-like system. In our experiment, 87.5% (21/24) participants preferred MetaMap to the baseline system, suggesting that amateur designers may accept our tool as a promising visual metaphor ideation support. In this section, we discuss different user behavioral patterns and the possibility of generalizing MetaMap. We also identify the limitations and future work of our research.

7.1 Usage Patterns and User Preferences

During the evaluation of MetaMap, we identified different user preferences on specific functions, which are reflected not only in our participants’ comments but also in their behavioral patterns during the brainstorm session. Such preferences may indicate different user approaches to ideation. By coordinating the participants’ self-reported activities with their interaction trajectories logged by our system, we derive two main ideation patterns: concept-focused
ideation (e.g., P7, P10, P16, P19, P21-22, P24) and exemplar-focused ideation (e.g., P1, P5, P8, P17-18, P20, P23).

Participants who tended to prioritize concept level association would use MetaMap’s search function very frequently at more than 10 times ($M = 13.86, SD = 1.95$). They found the keyword association function particularly useful for evoking their imagination of related concepts. When exploring related images on MetaMap Canvas (Figure 4), they also paid more attention to the semantic features of exemplars. They usually have distinctive views of the three dimensions: “Semantic dimension is handy” (P7, the same meaning expressed by P10, P19, and P24), “Color is not an element to consider at the ideation stage” (P7, P10, the same meaning expressed by P16 and P24), and “Shape information is useless and confusing” (P10, the same meaning expressed by P19 and P21-22). To better support this type of ideation pattern, one design expert (E1) suggested that the keyword association function could be displayed in a network format (currently as a word list) to show more information at a conceptual level, e.g., strength of connection, association direction, word frequency and concreteness, and so on.

In contrast, exemplar-focused participants preferred to explore on MetaMap Canvas (Figure 4) without continuously searching many concepts. All of them used the search function of MetaMap no more than three times. On MetaMap Canvas, they would either do breadth-first exploration by going through every recommendation in all three directions before taking the next step, or depth-first exploration by immediately diving deeper into something they found intriguing. This group of participants highly welcomed the diverse visual exposure in the exploration. To better support this type of user, experts suggested functions to provide more visual information (e.g., summarize a color palette from images user saved and give further recommendations (E1), allowing users to interactively select shapes to explore (E2)).

Despite individual differences in dimension preference, several participants shared the same concern about “not being able to distinguish or relate the three dimensions together” (P8, the same meaning expressed by P3, P5-6, P20, and P24). Surely, all kinds of features of design materials are inter-related when constructing a metaphorical relationship [8]. For example, as proposed in the expert interview (E1, E3), by incorporating color-semantics [23, 54] and shape-semantics [51, 52] relationships to enrich the connections among the three dimensions, users might be able to obtain more conceptual-level inspirations from color and shape or get perceptual stimulation from lexical meanings.

7.2 Generalization of MetaMap

Our evaluation results suggest that amateur designers may accept our tool as a good visual metaphor ideation support. However, both the amateur designers and the experts further pointed out in their interviews the possibilities of applying the mind map-like ideation service to other design scenarios.

7.2.1 Supporting ideation for more general visual design. Our proposed 3-dimensional exploration framework has initially been designed to create a visual metaphor. We represent it in a mind-map like structure to meet the needs of establishing connections between different design materials of interests as discovered in our formative interview. In this way, the mind map is also a record of exploration history, to remind users of their thinking paths to generate metaphorical associations. However, for designers, this need – recombining previous knowledge and recording a historical thinking path – is not unique to visual metaphor design; instead, it is commonly shared across all kinds of visual design [15, 17]. As the design professor (E3) suggests, “designers should be exposed to all kinds of information (e.g., texts, photos, illustration, typography design) to open their minds”. Our proposed ideation tool could potentially be adapted to inspire the production of a broader kind of creative work (e.g., photography, painting, slogan, etc) by 1) adding more types of exemplars into the database, and 2) taking more dimensions (e.g., style, composition, etc) into consideration for exemplar recommendation. We can provide users the flexibility to customize the design materials and exploration dimensions based on the application domain and personal interests.

7.2.2 Supporting ideation for professional designers. In our interviews with professional designers, we noticed that they have very different needs and concerns about ideation in their practices from our participants. Amateur designers, without a solid foundation of design theories and enough exposure of exemplars [4], need organized input to establish better associations, which could be supported by MetaMap. Expert designers acknowledged this point and added that MetaMap could even serve as a “reference for design education”, assisting novices in systematically dissecting critical visual features in good design examples as in textbooks (E2-3). However, it is less important to give structured information to professional designers, because they “have already had established methodologies to look for ideas on their own” (E1-2). They feel that they might enjoy receiving fuzzy, less organized recommendations of serendipitous examples from our systems more even if the algorithm behind is somewhat a “black box” (E1). All design experts we interviewed expressed the importance of “accumulating design materials as a long-term practice in everyday life” (E1-9). They thus demand a tool that can help them manage the large number of examples collected and ideas generated along the way. They postulated that they might benefit more from our tool if a system allowed them to input new data and automatically construct an editable mind map of all or a specified subset of their curated design materials.

7.3 Limitations and Future Work

This work has several limitations which we plan to address in the future.

7.3.1 Performance of recommendation algorithms. This work demonstrates a proof-of-concept framework of recommending visual metaphor exemplars based on three different features (i.e., semantics, color, and shape). However, the current visual algorithms we employed to compute example similarity in each dimension are mostly rule-based by setting specific thresholds with feature extraction, which may not be very accurate given more complex visual design works. For instance, some small characters are not recognized by the OCR algorithm due to the low resolution of the image and deformation of artistic fonts. Also, the rule-based algorithms failed to connect different features to make joint recommendations. Currently, an example that ranks high in one dimension might not
be as relevant in other dimensions, which sometimes confuses users. In the future, we would like to expand our dataset and explore deep learning methods [26] to improve the accuracy and integrity of recommendation algorithms.

7.3.2 Constraints on system. The current MetaMap mind map has a rather fixed structure. Users could only rescale or move the entire tree around, as well as show or hide a branch. The system currently does not support the rearrangement of individual nodes in the mind map. Also, while users are able to explore and record their ideas on MetaMap, the idea recording function is still stiff. Users can only make comments on saved images without further interactions. To enable a more flexible idea recording, we could adopt a self-defined mind map editor for the personalized organization of one’s own saved images and comments in the future. Moreover, users can only take notes of their generated ideas in words. These ideas could be better communicated through quick, low-fidelity prototypes generated based on the associated example images saved in the system [11]. In the future, we will design models to learn the composition patterns of given exemplars and automatically assemble user input materials to generate low-fidelity prototypes.

7.3.3 Alternative evaluations. This work implements a baseline to minimize the possible influences caused by different UI styles and data sources. In the comparative study, the mind-map like exploration is suggested to be useful and engaging compared to the Pinterest-like baseline style. After further generalizing and improving the system, future work may evaluate the ideation experience with other existing methods (e.g., moodboarding [26], metaphor cards [31]) to further investigate the design process. Moreover, since we focus on the design idea rather than the aesthetics of results, we do not constrain the level of finest on ideation drafts as long as the idea can be conveyed. So that the results are evaluated by experts who would not be influenced by the aesthetic feeling of the design. However, previous work [38] has identified the common errors in humans interpretations of visual metaphors. Though visual metaphor could be creative and intriguing, it could also be challenging for the general public to understand if the associations between visual stimuli and the underlying message are not intuitive. A good visual metaphor should be easily understood by people as well as being creative [38]. Future work may look into the question of how to create visual metaphors that are more understandable by lay audiences.

8 CONCLUSION

In this paper, we introduce MetaMap, a design tool to support amateur designers in the visual metaphor ideation process. Specifically, we incorporate in MetaMap a 3-dimensional recommendation framework (i.e., semantics, color, shape) in a mind-map structure to aid ideation with diverse exemplar exploration and historical thinking path tracking. To evaluate the tool, we conduct a user study with 24 amateur designers. The results suggest that compared to a Pinterest-like interface, MetaMap can inspire participants to generate more diverse and creative ideas in a more engaging interaction. We also provide insights into supporting more general design ideation in the future.
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